BOOK REVIEWS familiar problems of combinatorial explosion, etc. Truly free natural language input would be able to deal not only with query (la) (p. 400), but also with its perfectly fine performance counterparts (lb-e).
(1) a. How many members of the CS department are there?
b. How many faculty does the CS department have? c. How many faculty does the CS department have currently? d. How many people work here as professors? e. How many non-staff personnel do we have?
In short, its considerable detail and ingenuity notwithstanding, the book fails to consider the problems its approach (and that of comparable work, e.g., Pereira's Chat-SO program (Warren and Pereira, 1982) ) entails from a performance point of view. This point of performance may not be an issue for linguists who seek to arrive at a theory of (possible) grammar(s), but it is one that must be taken into account in a situation of communication between two language users, in this case a human and a computer.
The most pertinent concern for readers of this journal is probably the question of how Prolog would perform for machine translation. Unfortunately, despite the work of one of the authors, McCord, in this field, application of Prolog in machine translation is not a concern in the book, apart from an occasional reference. It is not improbable that the computational characteristics of Prolog make it unfit as a language to implement large natural language grammars. Prolog is a theorem-prover and grammars written in it are logic programs that parse by "proving" the top-most node. Thus, a grammar rule like (2) is roughly interpreted as saying: 'Does an S exist? If an NP exists, followed by a VP then an S exists.' c-4
S->NPVP
The S-node is thus predicted, and the parsing process is top-down. In case an NP is not found, the system will check the rule base to see whether NP can be satisfied in another way: backtracking. Suppose we want to parse (3), or prove that it is a theorem.
(3)
The man loves the woman.
In case of unfortunate rule ordering, Prolog may try rule (4a) which is in the rule base to analyze such NPs as (4b), before rule (4c), the appropriate rule for analysis of the NP in (3).
(4) a. NP -> det noun relative-clause b. The man who owns a purple Mercedes. c. NP -> det noun KNOWLEDGE SYSTEMS AND PROLOG This backtracking makes the parsing process inefficient -in the worst case a parse may take a number of time steps exponential to the length of the string. (This problem of inefficiency is not to be confused with the inefficiency of the append method discussed on p. 317; cf. the much clearer explanation in Clocksin and Me&h, 1981:192.) Practical experience on the part of the reviewer with the Chat-80 system confirms that parses of long queries can be slow indeed, and clearly speed is a concern in machine translation.
The book, then, is recommended for those who wish to learn Prolog and about some of its applications. Whether these applications, e.g., natural language database query or machine translation, will benefit from Prolog remains an open question for the reasons given above.
